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OUTLOOK   

Short term outlook 
 

 Following the clearance of Mosul, there is an elevated likelihood of coordinated reprisal attacks into population 

centres across the north, west and centre of Iraq, though these will likely be constrained by resources and the 

security footprint, particularly in Baghdad. IS may also attempt to increase their attack tempo in eastern Anbar, 

with the cities of Ramadi and Fallujah likely to be key targets for high-profile attacks. Operations to retake Tal 

Afar are imminent, with military units now prepositioned and shaping operations continuing in the area. 

 

 Two SVBIED attacks in Basra province on May 19, and SVIED attacks in Karbala and Babel on June 9 exhibit 

IS retains intent and capability for attacks in the southern provinces. Additionally an SVBIED attack occurred in 

northern Babel on July 26 targeting a PMU checkpoint. The region remains assessed as non-permissive for IS 

to significantly escalate operations due to demographics, with the few Sunni militant sympathisers in the 

region remaining isolated.  

 

 The security footprint and other local factors in the central and southern regions, particularly in Baghdad, will 

severely constrain IS ability to mount sustained complex attacks of the type reported in the north and the west 

of the country. The threat from low-level IED and SAF attacks remains. There may be an increased level of 

ISF deliberate actions to disrupt and deter insurgent and criminal activity during the Mosul operation, 

especially in the northern areas of Baghdad province. 

Medium to long term outlook  
 

 In the absence of concerted engagement with the Sunni population in areas currently under IS control, it is 

possible that the post-IS security environment will be characterized by sectarian flash points between radical 

Sunni tribes and Shia militia groups especially in Nineveh province and western Kirkuk.  Limited reporting has 

already indicated displaced Sunni families being advised or directed to leave Kirkuk. It is almost certain that in 

areas retaken by ISF, an insurgency will be established by Sunni insurgents including remaining IS affiliates. 

 

 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern provinces in general.  This is assessed to be facilitated by large segments of the security 

forces currently being involved in operations to retake IS-held areas of the country.  In the long-term, there will 

be tensions driven by the return of Shia militia factions, who will expect material and social rewards for the 

contribution in the national campaign against IS. 

 

 While the Mosul operation has refocused attention away from Abadi’s reform program, the risk of politically 

motivated demonstrations against corruption in front of government institutions remains extant. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

Muqtada al-Sadr: Iranian expansion in Iraq 'unacceptable' 
According to an Iraqi press outlet, the leader of the Sadrist Movement, Muqtada al-Sadr, has said that Iranian 

expansion in Iraq is not acceptable anymore.  In a statement, Sadr added that he agreed with Iraqi Prime 

Minister Haider al-Abadi, Iraqi List, Sunni and Kurdish figures on denouncing Iran’s agenda in Iraq.  These 

remarks came just days after Sadr's recent visit to Saudi Arabia and the UAE.   

Baghdad assures Ankara of limited militia role in Tal Afar 
Baghdad has assured Ankara that paramilitary forces will have a limited role in the liberation of Tal Afar town in 

northern Nineveh province.   Iraqi political sources stated that Baghdad had assured Turkish ambassador to 

Baghdad, Fatih Yildiz that Popular Mobilization Forces will “stop at the town’s walls” and would not proceed to 

the centre which will only be retaken by ISF troops.  

Saudis in talks over alliance to rebuild Iraq and 'return it to the Arab fold' 
Iraq and Saudi Arabia are negotiating a new alliance that would give Riyadh a leading role in rebuilding Iraq’s 

war-torn towns and cities, while bolstering Baghdad’s credentials across the region.  Meetings between senior 

officials on both sides over the past six months have focused on shepherding Iraq away from its powerful 

neighbour and Saudi Arabia’s long-time rival, Iran, whose influence over Iraqi affairs has grown sharply since the 

2003 ousting of Saddam Hussein.   

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Low Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Anbar Moderate High High High High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**   North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Qadisiyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra 

 

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS   

Political 

 

Iraqi Shia cleric Sadr starts UAE visit 

Prominent Iraqi Shia cleric, Moqtada al-Sadr, has started an official visit to the UAE on 13 August, Al-Sadr's 

media office said.  Sadr's office said the visit was in response to an official invitation by the UAE, noting that a 

special plane was sent to take him and return him back.  Iraqi cleric Moqtada Al Sadr arrived in Abu Dhabi on 
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Sunday in his second visit to an Arab Gulf country in two months.  Al Sadr met Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed, 

Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, at Al Shati palace in the capital.  

Also present were Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed, UAE Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, Ali 

Mohamed Hammad Al Shamsi, Deputy Secretary-General of the Supreme National Security Council, and 

Mohammed Al Mazrouei, Undersecretary of the Crown Prince Court of Abu Dhabi.  Al Sadr's visit comes two 

weeks after the influential Shiite cleric met Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman in Jeddah, and is the 

latest in a series of high-level meetings between Iraq and Arab Gulf countries.   

 

Al-Sadr returns to Najaf from UAE, Iran states relations with Iraqi Government  

The Leader of the Sadrist Movement, Moqtada al-Sadr, has now returned to the city of Najaf from the United 

Arab Emirates.  As reported on August 14, Al-Sadr was in the United Arab Emirates on a two-day visit during 

which he met with several officials in the UAE.  It has been further reported that al-Sadr is planning to visit Egypt 

in the near future, although the visit has not yet been scheduled.  In related reporting Iran’s ambassador to Iraq, 

speaking in an interview with press, said recent visits by al-Sadr to Saudi Arabia and Emirates “do not suggest 

that Shi’ite groups or the Iraqi government were breaking away from Iran.  Iraj Masjedi said “Invitations by Saudi 

Arabian authorities to Iraqi officials to visit their country seek to improve bilateral relations, and that’s what the 

Iraqi authorities want and welcome,” the ambassador said. Masjedi also said his country’s relations with the Iraqi 

government and Shi’ite groups remain strong. “Both countries enjoy very good relations, military and security 

cooperation….besides an economic exchange worth USD8 billion per year,” said Masjedi.   

 

Sadr supporters angry over criticism on Iraq state TV 

Moqtada al-Sadr has urged his supporters to put off a protest over critical remarks by a guest on government-

controlled Al-Iraqia TV.  This comes after the channel decided to suspend presenter Aziz Ali Rahim for allowing 

what it described as "offensive remarks" against Sadr over his recent visit to Saudi Arabia.  In a studio interview 

on 14 August, political analyst Kazem al-Meqdadi described Sadr's visit to Saudi Arabia as "agent activity to visit 

a country to create a relationship with it at the expense of your own country and people". He also described the 

visit as "treason".  For its part, in a statement, Sadr's office urged supporters of the Shia cleric to "postpone the 

demonstration until further notice upon his request due to the requirements of public interest".  

 

Sadr launches two campaigns to help displaced people, rebuild Mosul  

The Leader of the Sadrist Movement, Muqtada al-Sadr, has launched two campaigns titled "and preferring them 

above themselves" and "for your service" to help the displaced people and rebuild Mosul, Sadr's office said in a 

statement on August 16.  A week ago, Sadr had called upon the federal government in Baghdad to block corrupt 

persons working at all levels from the process of reconstructing Nineveh Governorate.  He also declared his 

readiness to send envoys of Saraya al-Salam militia to expose these corrupt people in coordination with 

Baghdad.  He stressed that the government has to draw a separating line between the terrorists and the 

innocent civilians in Mosul as possible so everybody guarantees he will not be wronged.  Earlier, Al-Sadr’s 

website mentioned that Mosul's residents called on the Movement Leader to rescue them from the robbers and 

the corrupt people who have returned after retaking the city from IS.   

 

Muqtada al-Sadr: Iranian expansion in Iraq 'unacceptable' 

According to an Iraqi press outlet, the leader of the Sadrist Movement, Muqtada al-Sadr, has said that Iranian 

expansion in Iraq is not acceptable anymore.  In a statement, Sadr added that he agreed with Iraqi Prime 

Minister Haider al-Abadi, Iraqi List, Sunni and Kurdish figures on denouncing Iran’s agenda in Iraq.  These 

remarks came just days after Sadr's recent visit to Saudi Arabia and the UAE.   

 

Abadi receives Bahraini Foreign Minister and his accompanying delegation  

Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi has received Bahrain's Foreign Minister Sheikh Khalid bin Ahmed Al-Khalifa and 

his accompanying delegation, called for all to stand against the sectarian polarization that serves terrorism, 

stressing the importance of concerted efforts by all countries in the region and the world to confront the 
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terror.  "Iraq has won victories over terrorist gangs and continues to liberate its territory," Abadi said, stressing 

"the importance of regional integration and enhancing the interests of the peoples of the region".   

 

Al-Hakim assures the US Ambassador of the importance of holding the elections as scheduled 

During a meeting with US Ambassador to Baghdad, Douglas Silliman on August 13, the head of the National 

Alliance Ammar al-Hakim stressed "the need to hold elections as scheduled, and the importance of the adoption 

of the law on them". He pointed out, according to a statement by his office that "the MPs of the Wisdom bloc 

seek to pass laws that affect the lives of citizens and contribute to the building of the state".  During the meeting, 

the two sides discussed "developments in the security and political situation and the war against the promotion 

and consolidation of Iraqi territorial integrity." 

 

Iraq Trade Minister faces questions over corruption allegations 

On August 15 the Iraqi Parliament reportedly questioned acting Trade Minister Salman al-Jumali over corruption 

allegations linked to the ministry, mostly stemming from a deal to import Indian rice in 2016.  The minister, a 

Sunni Muslim, was questioned by lawmaker Alia Nussayif and denied any wrongdoing by the 

ministry.  Allegations included importing and distributing contaminated rice and questionable licenses for new 

wheat mills that went against regulations for the subsidy programme.  Jumaili told the parliament that of the 

40,000-tonne rice cargo in question, only 4,000 tonnes were infected by a bug, and that quantity was rejected 

and funds for it returned, parliament sources said.    Nussayif said that the cargo, which was distributed to the 

Iraqi market, was dangerous to public health and had to be fumigated three times.   Parliament said it would 

continue discussing the issue in future sessions 

 

Head of Ahrar bloc meets Kuwaiti Ambassador to Baghdad  

The head of Muqtada al-Sadr’s Ahrar Bloc, Zia al-Asadi discussed with the Kuwaiti ambassador to Baghdad 

Salem al-Zamanan, the political movement to reform the electoral process after the mass public demands to 

change the electoral law and replace the members of the Electoral Commission with efficient and independent 

members.  He reviewed the results of the visits of the leader of Muqtada al-Sadr to Saudi Arabia and the United 

Arab Emirates, which he said were part of ending the isolation of Iraq and its openness to its regional 

environment.  The two sides reportedly discussed the security situation; especially the relative stability after the 

liberation of the city of Mosul from IS and discussed ways to eliminate terrorist cells, dry up their resources and 

reduce the extremist propaganda and mind-set which has caused “great damage to the countries of the 

region”.  For his part, the Kuwaiti ambassador praised Sadr's moderate steps and his repeated calls to renounce 

violence and hatred and his continued emphasis on peaceful coexistence. 

 

Iraq PM vows to continue reforms 

Iraqi Prime Minister Haidar al-Abadi has vowed to deliver on promises to achieve political and economic 

reforms.  "We are on the threshold of a new era and with the achievement of justice we are striking a blow to 

terrorism and corruption," Abdai said.  The prime minister also announced the opening of nominations for 

positions at the country's independent authorities.  He also urged coexistence and hailed Iraq's diversity. "Our 

diversity is our strength. All citizens are equal," he added.  The prime minister was speaking in a televised 

speech broadcast by state-run Iraqia News TV on 16 August. 

 

Iraq seeks international help to investigate Islamic State crimes 

Iraq asked for international help on August 16 to collect and preserve evidence of crimes by IS militants and said 

it is working with Britain to draft a United Nations Security Council resolution to establish the investigation.  Iraq 

sent the letter, seen by Reuters, to the UN Secretary-General António Guterres on August 14.  "We request 

assistance of the international community to benefit from international expertise to criminalise the Da’esh terrorist 

entity", wrote Iraq's foreign minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari in the letter.  The Iraqi government also said in the letter 

that it was important to bring Islamic State militants to justice in Iraqi courts.  
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Security  

 

PMU will not to take part in Tal Afar operation 

The Shia-led Popular Mobilisation Units (PMU) will not take part in military operation to retake Tal Afar from IS 

militants according to statements released on August 12.  Media reports quoted a statement by PMU spokesman 

Jawad al-Tulaibawi who confirmed that Hashd al-Shaabi (PMU) forces would abstain from participation in any 

battle supported by the US-led coalition airstrikes, which includes the forthcoming battle for Tal Afar. Tulaibawi 

also reiterated that PMU would not ‘fight alongside’ US forces in any area of Iraq. He however, noted that some 

PMU units may take part in operations peripheral to Tal Afar, to support Iraqi forces and prevent IS from fleeing 

the area.  

     

Baghdad assures Ankara of limited militia role in Tal Afar 

Baghdad has assured Ankara that paramilitary forces will have a limited role in the liberation of Tal Afar town in 

northern Nineveh province.   Iraqi political sources stated that Baghdad had assured Turkish ambassador to 

Baghdad, Fatih Yildiz that Popular Mobilization Forces will “stop at the town’s walls” and would not proceed to 

the centre which will only be retaken by ISF troops.  It was also reported that the United States had officially 

informed Baghdad that American warplanes would provide air cover for government troops exclusively, which 

means that close air support for the PMUs will be the job of the Iraqi Air Force. 

     

Hundreds of Iraqi’s reported to have fled Tal Afar ahead of offensive 

Hundreds of Iraqi civilians are reported to have fled the Tal Afar and its surrounding areas ahead of the imminent 

Iraqi offensive to retake the area from IS.  Aid workers say around 1,500 civilians have crossed the frontline in 

the last few days, arriving at collection points to the west of Mosul.  Many have stated that there is no access to 

drinking water and that food is in short supply with vastly inflated prices.  Others have stated that IS militants 

within the enclave have increased punitive punishments not only against civilians fleeing the area but against IS 

members voicing dissent or attempting to flee. 

 

Iraqi police head to Tal Afar ahead of anti-IS battle 

Iraqi police have moved some units to Tal Afar area, in Nineveh province, ahead of an anticipated battle against 

IS according to latest press reporting.   The Federal Police reported on its Facebook page on August 14 that 

some of its "armoured vehicles and elite forces were stationed in their combat positions in preparation for the 

next liberation battle".   

 

Iraq reveals name of operation to retake Tal Afar 

Iraq has dubbed the anticipated offensive to retake Tal Afar from IS "We Are Coming, Tal Afar", according to a 

statement by the Iraqi Army's War Media Cell.  It stated that the Mosul offensive, dubbed "We Are Coming, 

Nineveh", was now fully over.   

 

25 IS suspects arrested in Kirkuk  

Kirkuk police launched an operation to detain suspected and wanted Islamic State (IS) members in the 

governorate on August 17, arresting 25. Local police and intelligence agencies in Kirkuk often carry out raids as 

pre-emptive measures against IS sleeper cells. Brigadier General Sarhad Qadir, the Kirkuk Suburban Police 

Chief, told press the national security forces, in collaboration with local security, carried out a raid in the Bajwan 

village in the district of Dibs, northwest of Kirkuk. Qadir revealed 25 IS suspects, who were organising sleeper 

cells for the extremist group in the Kirkuk Province, were arrested during the operation. “Ten of the arrested 

people are wanted in a Kirkuk court in accordance with article four of the Iraqi Anti-Terror Law,” Qadir told 

reporters.   

 

IS claims firing rockets at US base in Iraq 

IS has claimed firing rockets at a US military base in northern Iraq, without offering further details about the 

alleged attack.  The targeted location, "the water project of al-Buwayr village, east of Tal Afar", is the same that 
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IS said it had "pounded" with missiles on August 13 resulting in the killing of four US soldiers and the wounding 

of six others.  The latest claim of August 18 came in the form of a picture report purporting to show IS militants 

using Katyusha rockets to target a US position east of Tal Afar.  The images showed at least seven rockets 

being fired, but no information was offered about their potential impact. ‘The US military had said that two 

American soldiers were killed while conducting combat operations in northern Iraq on 13 August, but explained 

that the deaths were not caused by “enemy contact”. 

 

Iraqi Shia militia reportedly trains children in fighting 

The Shia-led Hashd al-Shaabi [Popular Mobilisation Units] have trained some 280 children since last year in the 

use of light and heavy weapons.  It has also been reported that some may take part in fighting IS south of 

Kirkuk.  Commanders of the Hashd are reportedly giving the military training in Bashir village, Kirkuk province, 

according to press reports.  The children are under 18 years old and the report includes photos of the children in 

military uniforms, while receiving weapons training.  It was stated that those who are 15 or 16 years old are to 

take part in combat, if necessary.   

 

Two US soldiers killed as they checked guns in northern Iraq 

Two US soldiers have been killed and three others injured as they were checking a cannon in northern Iraq on 

13 August, according to the Iraqi military.  "During the examination of one of the guns in northern Ayadiya in the 

Kurdistan region, a shell exploded inside the cannon, killing two US soldiers and wounding three others," the 

army said in a Facebook statement on 14 August.  "The incident is not due to combat, enemy contact or attack 

by Daesh. Rather, it is part of the routine work carried out by a number of soldiers who escort advisers during the 

examination and testing of US weapons".  

 

Iran holds funeral for Guards commander killed on Syria-Iraq border 

A funeral for a commander of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC), who was killed on the border 

between Iraq and Syria, has been held in Chalus, northern province of Mazandaran, according to official Iranian 

sources.  General Mostafa Khoshmohammadi was an Iran-Iraq war veteran and a senior commander at the 25th 

Karbala Division in Mazandaran and was killed by "Daesh Wahabi-Takfiri terrorists" while was on a "military 

consultation" mission.   

 

Blast hits IS "largest arms store" in Iraq's Tal Afar 

A huge explosion has occurred in the "largest arms store" of IS in Iraq's Tal Afar, a security source has 

said.   "Unidentified men have infiltrated into the largest store of arms and equipment belonging to the terrorist 

Daesh in the centre of Tal Afar and killed the guards and set fire to the store," the source told Sumaria TV on 13 

August.  "This led to a huge explosion and the burning of the entire warehouse, which caused a state of panic 

among IS members," the source, who asked not to be named, added 

 

IS claims killing dozens of Iraqi troops south of Baghdad 

Islamic State has claimed killing dozens of Iraqi soldiers and members of a pro-government militia outside the 

Iraqi city of Karbala southwest of Baghdad.  In a statement issued on 12 August, IS said two militants, named as 

Abu Yasin al-Iraqi and and Abu Miqdad al-Iraqi, targeted with a vehicle bomb a gathering of soldiers and 

members of the Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) at a cement factory south of Karbala.  It said one of the 

militants got out of the vehicle and clashed with the enemy, killing several of them and was subsequently 

killed.  It added that the second militant carried on and detonated the vehicle amongst others who had 

escaped.  According to the statement more than 50 "apostates" were killed in the attack.   

 

Reasons for energy deterioration in Iraq, Electricity Ministry 

The Iraqi Electricity Ministry have announced the main reasons for the deterioration in electricity supply.  In a 

statement, the ministry pointed out that sabotage operations were the main reason that the electricity supply is 

regularly cut off.  It added that the electricity infrastructure is witnessing daily sabotage operations in Diyala, 

Kirkuk, Salah ad Din, Nineveh and Anbar provinces.  It also used the opportunity to condemn protests against 
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the ministry, and negative media coverage.  It also said that Iraq is trying to remedy electricity network problems 

through privatisation, which has met greater objections by the people due to expected higher prices.   

 

IS names British female doctor as head of health department in Hawijah 

Islamic State has named a British national female doctor as head of the group’s health department in southwest 

of Kirkuk, a security source has said.  “IS selected a British female doctor from Sudanese origin, who arrived in 

Nineveh via Syria two years ago, to head the group’s health department after the group’s health minister was 

killed in an airstrike in Hawijah”, the source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, told press. “The doctor was 

one of eight doctors who fled London to join IS”.  The group, according to the source, “handed over the 

responsibilities of the department to the doctor, to be the first woman who heads that post in the group”. 

 

Foreign Affairs 
 

Islamic State threat remains despite military blows, UN report finds 

The Islamic State group continues to ‘motivate and enable’ global attacks and funnel funds to supporters despite 

military blows to its so-called Caliphate in Syria and Iraq, according to a UN report released on August 10.  The 

24-page report noted that the organisation money remittances sent abroad, often in small sums, making them 

difficult to detect, comes as IS steps up its international efforts as demonstrated by the higher pace of attacks in 

Europe.   

 

Iraq Minister says Saudi prince asked for Iraq's mediation for ties with Iran 

Iraqi Interior Minister Qasim al-Araji has said that Saudi Prince Mohammad bin-Salman has "officially asked Iraq 

to act as a mediator between Tehran and Riyadh to reduce tensions".  According to a news agency report, Al-

Araji made the remarks at a joint press conference with his Iranian counterpart Abdolreza Rahmani-Fazli in 

Tehran.  Referring to his recent visit to Saudi Arabia and meeting with the Saudi prince, Al-Araji said: 

"Mohammad bin-Salman requested me officially for Iraq's mediation between Iran and Saudi Arabia to reduce 

tensions.  

 

Iraq / Saudi Arabia deny Saudi request for mediation with Iran 

Iraqi Interior Minister Qasim al-Araji has reportedly denied earlier remarks that Saudi Arabia asked Baghdad to 

mediate between the Gulf kingdom and Iran.  In a brief statement to press, Araji denied that Prime Minister 

Haider al-Abadi was involved in talks between Riyadh and Tehran.  Earlier this week, Araji told Al-Jazeera TV in 

an interview that Abadi was formally asked to mediate between the two rival states and that Iraqi officials 

"passed on this viewpoint to the Iranian side which is looking at this positively".  It was further reported that an 

unnamed Saudi official also denied the reports, and that the Saudi government had not changed its position of 

"rejecting a rapprochement in any way with the Iranian regime", and accused Tehran of supporting terrorism and 

interfering in other countries' internal affairs.   

 

Saudi Arabia to form coordination council with Iraq 

According to reports, on August 14, the Saudi Council of Ministers decided to approve the establishment of a 

Saudi-Iraqi Coordination Council.  According to the official Saudi Press Agency (SPA), the council has 

authorized the Minister of Commerce and Investment and the head of the Saudi side of the Saudi-Iraqi 

Coordination Council to sign off the minutes establishing a Saudi-Iraqi Coordination Council.  Over the past few 

weeks, visits between Iraqi government officials and their counterparts in the Gulf states have been exchanged 

despite years of stagnating bilateral relations.  Iraqi Oil Minister Jabbar al-Luaibi undertook an official visit to 

Saudi Arabia last week to discuss joint efforts in the fields of energy and future projects between the two 

countries.  During the visit, Saudi Energy Minister Khalid Al-Falih said that the Saudi-Iraqi economic and 

development relations will be soon revitalised through joint cooperation over trade and through boosting 

business opportunities by encouraging companies and businessmen to start projects in both countries.   
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Iraq Oil Minister: Establishment of Iraqi-Saudi Coordination Council a Significant Step 

Iraqi Oil Minister Jabar Ali al-Luaibi returned to Baghdad on August 15 after an official visit to Riyadh, where he 

held meetings with senior Saudi officials.  The minister’s office revealed in a press release that “the kingdom will 

implement a number of health and humanitarian projects at its expense, including two hospitals in Baghdad and 

Basra. It will also allocate funds in Saudi universities, open border crossings and establish free trade zones”.   He 

added that Vice Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques Prince Mohammed bin Salman has affirmed the kingdom’s 

support to Iraq with all its components without any sectarian discrimination, and keenness to reinforce and 

activate bilateral ties in various fields. 

 

Saudis in talks over alliance to rebuild Iraq and 'return it to the Arab fold' 

Iraq and Saudi Arabia are negotiating a new alliance that would give Riyadh a leading role in rebuilding Iraq’s 

war-torn towns and cities, while bolstering Baghdad’s credentials across the region.  Meetings between senior 

officials on both sides over the past six months have focused on shepherding Iraq away from its powerful 

neighbour and Saudi Arabia’s long-time rival, Iran, whose influence over Iraqi affairs has grown sharply since the 

2003 ousting of Saddam Hussein.  Iraq and Saudi Arabia have long been considered opponents in the region, 

but a visit by the Iraqi Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr to Riyadh last week and a follow-up trip to the UAE further 

thawed relations which had already been much improved by high-profile visits between the two countries. 

(Continued in full report) 

Economy 
 

Iraqi Oil Minister arrives in Riyadh to discuss joint cooperation and OPEC  

Iraqi Oil Minister Jabar al-Luaibi arrived in Saudi Arabia on August 8 where he will meet his counterpart Khalid 

al-Falih to discuss oil market developments and OPEC's efforts to stabilise the market, according to 

Reuters.  The visit follows an invitation from Saudi Energy Minister Falih and Luaibi was accompanied by a 

delegation of Iraqi energy officials, the Iraqi oil ministry said in a statement.  Luaibi will discuss ways to 

strengthen and develop bilateral relations between the two countries, especially in the field of oil and gas, in a 

way that serves their common interests, a statement by the Iraqi oil ministry said.  

 

Mosul reconstruction will take five years  

The deputy head of Nineveh Provincial Council, Nuraddin Qablan, said in an interview with press that 60% of the 

right side (west) of Mosul city has been destroyed and they have drawn up a five year plan to rebuild the city.  

Qablan said most services have been restored in east Mosul including water plants, electricity, health, education 

and security but the west part has been damaged badly and the authorities are currently trying to restore a huge 

water plant which will be operational this month 

 

Fallujah needs $2bn for Reconstruction  

Fallujah city in Anbar province needs $2 billion for reconstruction according to Eissa al-Sayer, the city’s 

Mayor.  He told press that securing the amount at present would be difficult given the government’s focus on 

military operations against IS, adding that world donors should focus donations on service projects rather than 

the infrastructure.  Sayer stated that the sanitation sector needs $50 million, the water services $10 million and 

the municipality needs $15 million just to begin clearance and reconstruction.   

 

Russian ambassador in Iraq: Gas sector investments reached 10 billion dollars (IEC) 

Russian Ambassador to Iraq Maxim Maximov has stated that new horizons have recently emerged for Russian 

companies to work in Iraq, primarily in the domestic gas sector.  In a press statement, Maximov said that this 

was primarily related to the plans of the Iraqi government to develop the gas sector, pointing to the interest of 

Russian companies to enter a number of projects in this sector.  The Russian ambassador said Russian leading 

companies such as Gazprom Oil and Lukoil are contributing significantly to the domestic oil sector, noting that 

“the total Russian investments in this field reaches 10 billion dollars,” pointing out that the companies “do not 

intend to stop at this point only, and is interested in strengthening cooperation with Iraq".   
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HIV disease on increase, Baghdad health official 

A Baghdad health official has disclosed observing 15 HIV disease cases in Baghdad.  Director of al-Karkh 

Health Department Chasib al-Hachami attributed this increase to tattoo shops, massage saloons and night 

clubs.  He expected that his figure may increase in future due to undiscovered bearers' cases.  Earlier, the Iraqi 

interior ministry announced discovering three cases in female workers at unauthorized massage centres in 

Baghdad. The Health Ministry said they were aware of the presence of 50 HIV cases in Iraq, which were all 

under “complete control and surveillance”. 
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces (Kirkuk/Salah al-Din/Diyala) 

 

 

 
Reporting in the north continues to focus on the upcoming operation to retake Tal Afar. In addition there is the 

routine recording of regular Sunni militant activity; especially close to the remaining pockets of IS control in 

Hawijah and Tal Afar. 

 

Reporting from western Mosul included a steady rate of insurgent related activity, highlighting the residual 

presence of IS. On August 12, a suicide attacker fired at an ISF security checkpoint in the Yarmouk area, injuring 

three policemen. ISF engaged the attacker, resulting in detonation. The following day ISF announced clearance 

operations in the district had resulted in large amounts of munitions found, including 140 IEDs. There were also 

two shooting incidents in the west of the city. On August 14, a member of the federal police forces was killed in a 

shooting that occurred between Rajam Hadid and al-Tanak neighborhood. Also, IS militants attacked a Federal 

Police checkpoint in Tal al-Rumman neighborhood in western Mosul, killing one policeman and injuring another 

on August 15. Other ISF operations resulted in militants killed or captured, and other significant cache finds 

through the week. 

 

There were also two IS related incidents in east Mosul, indicating intent to re-establish insurgent activity in the 

half of Mosul that has relatively quickly regained some semblance of normality, largely due to the fact it was not 
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nearly as badly damaged during its recapture. ISF shot and killed three insurgents approaching the Batriya 

Headquarters. Two soldiers were wounded during the incident. On August 16, an IS militant carrying a pistol and 

grenades was killed as he attacked a police patrol in Nabi Younis area. 

 

Preparations for the retaking of Tal Afar have continued through the week, with reports of further troop 

movements to the area, including Army, Police and PMU. Air and artillery strikes have also continued to target 

militant locations in the town, as infighting amongst insurgent factions has continued.  

 

Border incidents involving PMU repelling IS attacks are also reported with relative frequency along the Iraq-Syria 

border areas. Elsewhere in the province, Prime Minister Abadi has approved the re-opening of police 

headquarters in al-Baaj, Tal Abtah and Hadtra.  

 

In Salah ad Din, there were significant attacks on ISF positions in Baiji and in the east of the province near 

Zerga. On August 16, seven ISF were killed and six others injured when three suicide attackers detonated their 

devices on security outposts manned by Federal Police Forces, while two more attackers detonated at the 

entrance to an ISF compound in Baiji. PMU were also attacked in Zuwiyah, 30km north of Baiji on August 17. In 

Zerga, southwest of Tuz Khourmatu on August 15, ISF were attacked by IS, who also utilised SVBIEDs.  

 

In Kirkuk, most activity in Kirkuk city remains linked to criminality or low-level disputes. Despite this, the threat 

from infiltration by Sunni militants remains, and this week there were a number of large-scale ISF operations and 

arrests. On August 15, ISF conducted a cordon and search operation in Arrapha neighbourhood in northern 

Kirkuk city, looking for a suspected IS female suicide attacker. ISF also arrested 25 during an operation in the 

province on August 16. IS activity was clustered in Dibis to the northwest of Kirkuk and along the forward lines of 

ISF, abutting the Hawija pocket. One such incident involved a group of militants, who impersonated ISF, forcing 

entry to a house where they killed seven members of an Arab policeman’s family. ISF subsequently ambushed 

and killed the attackers.  

  

Diyala continues to witness high levels of insurgent activity, especially in the upper Diyala River Valley. The 

targeting of electricity power lines has been particularly prevalent in this area, leading to power outages in 

various parts of the province. Continual targeting of the lines led to the Council of Ministers providing extra 

money from emergency funds for repairs and a directive for extra security forces to be deployed to protect this 

infrastructure. Aside from usual IED incidents targeting ISF in north-eastern areas of the province, including 

Muqdadiyah and Qara Teppah, there were kinetic incidents around Jalawla and al-Adheim, close to the haven 

area of Mutaibijah, with insurgents engaging ISF, sometimes in protracted firefights.  
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Anbar Province 

 

 

Activity in Anbar was routine, with IED activity predominating in the Ramadi-Fallujah corridor. Power lines were 

targeted in the province, similar to other provinces, although less successfully than elsewhere. Devices were 

discovered along the power lines between Haditha and Ramadi, with five devices cleared in Haqlaniyah, and 

multiple devices also found near high voltage lines in the Hit area.  

The use of desert areas by IS militants is the likely cause of incidents along the peripheries of Karbala’s western 

provincial boundary. This week, a suicide attack involving gunmen at a checkpoint, near the cement factory on 

the road to Nukhayb, almost certainly emanated from desert havens. On August 12, a VBIED detonated on 

approach to a provincial border entry checkpoint, close to a cement factory at the western edge of Karbala. 

Three gunmen attacked ISF shortly after, with one ISF member killed. 

West of Rutbah, ISF shot and killed an insurgent wearing a suicide vest before he was able to detonate at the 

Nathra Checkpoint. It was also reported that hundreds of civilians continue to arrive in the area from IS-held 

areas of the Euphrates River Valley, including from Rawah, Anah and al-Qaim. It was also reported this week 

that PMU have been constructing defensive earthworks in an attempt to secure the international highways to the 

Trebil border crossing, and stated they would look to cut road links to IS-held areas to restrict freedom of 

movement to insurgents. 

IS continue to attempt to maintain control of the population in areas they hold. Militants reportedly captured and 

killed 20 families attempting to flee al-Qaim for Rutbah in western Anbar on August 15. IS must also try to 

maintain discipline, reportedly killing five of its leaders in Anah who were accused of negligence due to the high 

casualties of militants in the last pre-emptive operation carried out by Sunni tribesmen and ISF near the district. 
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Capital Region (Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

There were two VBIED incidents in Baghdad this week. On August 12, a VBIED detonated at approximately 

0100hrs near the al-Sinaa football club in al-Baladiyat neighbourhood, New Baghdad, in the east of the city. Two 

people suffered injuries. The following day, two ISF EOD were injured when a car bomb exploded while they 

were trying to defuse it, the device was seized and two suicide attackers were arrested in Mujammaa al-Mission 

area in Karadah 

 

Aside from these events, routine IED and SAF incidents persisted, motivated by criminality and disputes, as well 

as a proportion likely due to Sunni militancy. IED incidents were restricted very much to peripheral districts of the 

capital, such as Suwaib in the southwest, and Baladiyat and Ur in the east. SAF incidents were more 

geographically distributed, although mostly arose from local disputes. 

 

Apart from the usual Friday protest in Tahrir Square, there were also multiple localised protests across the 

capital protesting basic service provision and employment related grievances. These included electricity and 

water provision, and overdue government salaries. 
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Central Region (Baghdad Belts) 

 

 

 

Outside of the city in Baghdad’s rural environs, insurgent activity continued in the majority Sunni areas to the 

west and the north. Tarmiyah remains an area of the province with notable levels of Sunni militant violence. This 

week, there was an IED targeting an ISF patrol, and gunmen fired at a power transmission station. Also, near the 

provincial border with Salah ad Din, two suicide bombers and three militants were killed during a security 

operation carried out in Um Najim village. In the al-Shatt area of Tarmiyah, an ISF checkpoint was subjected to a 

SAF attack, resulting in an ISF member killed. 

 

In other areas of provincial Baghdad, low-level IED incidents near markets and the targeting of ISF patrols 

typically constitute the majority of activity, although this week there were few incidents reported.  
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

In Basra, protest activity again provided the central theme of security reporting for Basra with daily 

demonstrations at commercial sites across the province. The almost daily demonstrations witnessed at the 

Marbad Gate over the last three weeks however, ceased after only two days of action this week – this likely as a 

result of two pre-emptive acts by Basra’s SWAT who arrived with a number of vehicles – and a water cannon – 

at 6 am on the Monday and Tuesday morning.  The protest leaders were reminded on several occasions at 

Sunday’s demo that the action was illegal and that those involved were liable to arrest. It is also thought that an 

agreement has been reached, but no specifics have been released by any of the parties involved. Pro-reform 

demonstrations and those linked to council failures in basic service provision largely remained confined to the 

peaceful weekly Friday event in central Basra City. 

 

Outside of protests, violence as a result of interpersonal disputes, criminal activity and clashes between rival 

tribesmen throughout Basra Province continued at a rate similar to that witnessed in previous weeks. However, 

the ferocity of those recorded incidents has increased - with the numbers of individuals being killed and injured 

increasing twofold. In a reflection of activity likely to take place in Baghdad, Basra’s political leadership will focus 

on improving Basra’s ailing electricity supply while attempting to illustrate positive steps on the issue of anti-

council corruption and employment. As a subset of this, there is likely to be a significant focus on the provision of 

additional jobs for Basrawis in the oil and gas sector, this as the interim Basra Governor tries to strengthen his 

case to remain in position. 

 

In Dhi Qar, there was a report of SAF directed toward a security company in the Rifai area. The company 

recently took over a contract to provide security in the Gharraf area.  
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In Maysan, gunmen in four pickup trucks opened fire on the private residence of the director general of Maysan 

Oil Company, Adnan Noshi Sajit, in the early hours of Sunday 13 August 2017, in Dor al-Naft neighbourhood in 

central Amarah. There were no casualties reported.  

 

In northern Babel, the uptick in Sunni militant activity in the area continued. On August 16, PMU reported the 

killing of five IS militants in a failed infiltration attempt into Farisya area Jurf al-Nasr (previously known as Jurf al-

Sakhr) north of Hillah. Separately, a single source report indicated that two members of the PMU were killed and 

eight others were injured in an IS attack on a security checkpoint elsewhere in the area.  
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP  - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (an attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
ECP - Entry Control Point (IZ, BIAP) 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point   
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com (Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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